SCOPE BUDDY®
Endoscope Flushing Aid | Manual Clean*

*SCOPE BUDDY is only intended to be used as a Flushing Aid during Manual Cleaning step of Endoscope Reprocessing. It is not intended to manually clean endoscopes.
THE COMPLETE CIRCLE OF PROTECTION
As the global vanguard in infection prevention, only Cantel Medical delivers the Complete Circle of Protection, a full-value, proactive partnership dedicated to helping you remove risk, streamline operational efficiencies and optimize your success.

Consistent, Hands-free Flushing of Endoscopes

Reduces the Risk of Repetitive Motion Injuries
- Replaces repetitive and labor-intensive syringing of channels
- Simple, hands-free operation reduces muscle fatigue
- Provides constant fluid delivery through all endoscope channels

INTERCEPT® Detergent Provides Superior Endoscope Cleaning
- Fast, one-minute contact time
- Low foaming, neutral pH formulation safe for endoscope use
- Cost-effective concentrated formula reduces per-use costs

Provides Consistent Flushing
- Continuous, timed fluid delivery ensures consistent, repeatable endoscope flushing
- Audible and visual alerts upon completion
- Compatible with all major endoscope brands
- Works with your existing sink; compact size for countertop or wall mounting
- Meets or exceeds endoscope manufacturers requirements for channel flushing volumes

Shortens Flushing Time
- Thoroughly flushes most endoscopes in 35 seconds
- Flushes multiple endoscope channels simultaneously
- Quickly and quietly delivers fluids through endoscope channels
MANUAL CLEAN
Manual cleaning is essential in removing bioburden and preparing the endoscope for high-level disinfection. For optimal results, Cantel's manual cleaning products and detergents are designed to be a critical first step to efficiently and effectively eliminating bacteria on endoscopes prior to reprocessing.

SCOPE BUDDY®
Endoscope Flushing Aid | Manual Clean*

- Visual display of endoscope flushing time
- User-selectable time setting
- Audible and visual alerts upon completion
- One-touch start/stop operation
- Simple and quick tubing connections

*SCOPE BUDDY is only intended to be used as a Flushing Aid during Manual Cleaning step of Endoscope Reprocessing. It is not intended to manually clean endoscopes.
SCOPE BUDDY® Flushing Aid
Unit Dimensions
9.5 H x 6 W x 8 D (inches)
(24.1 H x 15.2 W x 20.3 D (cm)
Unit Weight
10 lbs (4.5 kg)
Electrical Requirements
110 – 230 V, 50/60 Hz
Electrical Safety Certifications
UL Standard 61010-1
CANADA/USA C22.2 No. 61010-1
ETL and cETL listed
Fluid Delivery Rate
1 liter/minute
Flush Time
0 – 99 minutes
Timer Control
Digital display with touchpad controls
System Pressure
Built-in safety bypass
Cycle Completion Indicators
Audible and visual alerts
Unit Placement
Counter-top or wall-mounting
(bracket included)
Warranty
One year

SCOPE BUDDY Flushing Aid Ordering Information
Model Number Description
EFA-US-G North America
EFA-IN-G International

Accessory Ordering Information
Part Number Description
78399-669 Complete Endoscope Connection Kit
75227-679 Graduated Cylinder

Detergent Ordering Information
Part Number Description
ML02-0106 INTERCEPT® Detergent (4 one-gallon bottles/case)

SCOPE BUDDY® and INTERCEPT® are registered trademarks of Medivators Inc.